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Read the following text carefully, and then answer the questions that follow. Your
answers should be based on the information in the text.
Ten-year-old Adeeb al-Balooshi, from Dubai, is going to travel to seven countries
on a tour which has been organised and funded by Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammad,
Crown Prince of Dubai.
The boy caught Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb
for his father. The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour
that he is sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and
inspire other young Emirati inventors. Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of
prosthetic leg while he was at the beach with his family. His father, who wears an
artificial leg, could not swim in the sea as he could not risk getting his leg wet. This
inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic leg
Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and
Germany, where he will be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany,
Adeeb will not be spending all his time sightseeing. He will be working with a
specialist doctor to build the appendage. He will be also attending a course on
prosthetic and learning about different kinds of medical apparatus.
Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a
heart monitor, which is attached to a car seat belt. In the case of any emergency, rescue
services and the driver’s family will be automatically connected with the driver
through this special checking device.
He has also invented a fireproof helmet. This special equipment, which has a builtin camera system, will help rescue workers in emergencies.
It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves this reputation as one of the youngest
inventors in the family
Question Number One
A
1- Adeeb al-Blooshi has invented many devices. Write down three of these devices.
2- What does the underlined word (he) refer to?
3- Quote the sentence which shows that Adeeb will be carrying out many activities
while he is in Germany.
4- The Crown Prince of Dubai organised and funded Adeeb's tour to travel to seven
countries for two reasons. Write down these two reasons.
5- During his stay in Germany, Adeeb will be doing many activities. Write down two
of these activities.
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6- Find a word in the text which means the same as (the technical equipment needed
for a particular purpose).
7- The Writer of the article mentions the reason that made Adeeb invent a waterproof
prosthetic leg. Write down the reason.
8- Wearing prosthetic limbs play an important part in the lives of disabled people.
Write down three things that the disables can do with prosthetic limbs.
Question Number Two
A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the
following sentences. There are more words than you need.
complementary, physician, friendly , sponsor, arithmetic , disabilities
12345-

Geometry and ……………are subjects that are studied by mathematicians.
Acupuncture and homoeopathy are two forms of …………..medicine.
People with visual ……………are now included in the Paralympics.
Large companies will …………..the next football games.
"Green" projects are environmentally-…………………….

B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows.
Almost three-quarters of the population are regular users of the internet.
What is the function of the information in the above sentence?

C. Complete the following sentences with the suitable word derived from the
words in brackets and write the answers down in YOUR ANSWER
BOOKLET.
1- Markets have different types of food which are …………prepared for animal product.
(artifice, artificially, artificial)
2- The soil is thus very …………., although water is scarce and sometimes bad.
(productive, production, produce)
3- All users have extensive controls over their own profiles and …………. settings.
(secure, security, securely)
4- Bank customers can …………..their accounts instantly through the electronic system.
(accessibility, accessible, access)

Question Number Three
A. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows.

The person who designed and built the Giralda tower was Jabir ibn Aflah.
What is the function of the underlined relative clause?

B. Choose the suitable item from those given to fill in the blanks in each of the
following items, then write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1- This time next year, students ………………for their final exams.
(will be prepare, will be preparing, will have prepare)
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2- "Physician" is an old-fashioned word …………..means doctor.
(who, where, when, which)
3- Will doctors ……………… how to cure colds and flu by the end of this decade?
(have discovered, has discovered, had discovered)
4- When Suzan was ten years old, she ……………….to school on foot.
(wasn't used to go, isn't used to going, didn't use to go)
5- By the time my father left the house, I ……………….swimming for thirty minutes.
(have been, had been, has been)
6- My brother ………typing the report yet.
(hasn't finished, haven't finished, hadn't finish)
7- Can I phone you at 8 tonight, or will you………….the news on TV?
(be watch, watching, be watching)
8- Our team is playing badly. They …………….the final match.
(will lose, is losing, are going to lose)
9- Some mobile applications turn ………….updates automatically.
(on, with, out)
10- I want to get a new car, but I can't afford …………..money now.
(borrowing, to borrow, to borrowing)
11- Fatima often …………...early if she is tired.
(sleep, sleeps, sleeping)
12- A: When I saw you yesterday morning, you looked tired.
B: Yes, I hadn't ……………..for three days. (been sleep, been sleeping, be sleeping)
13- If I …………….enough money, I'd buy this beautiful jacket.
(had, has, have)
14- Petra, the Rose City, ………………by hundreds of tourists every day.
(is visited, are visited, was visited)
15- Majida …………….her report when her mother left the house.
(was typing, is typing, were typing)

Question Number Four
A. Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar
meaning to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.
1. My neighbour's kindness impresses me more than anything else.
It is ……………………………………………………………………………..
2. It isn't normal for construction labourers to work on Fridays.
Construction labourers are …….………………………………………………
3. "Our teacher orders us to prepare a report about the importance of exercise.
Rana said ……………………………………………………………………..
4. Scientists are trialling a new anti-flu drug nowadays.
A new anti-flu drug …………………………………………………………….
5- I watched a documentary film and then I went to bed.
Before ………………………………………………………………………….
6- Laila intends to study Visual Arts at university.
Laila is………………………………………………………………..……….
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7- The Second World War ended in Europe in 1945 CE.
The year ……………………………….…………………………………………
8- Al Kindi did many of his experiments in a laboratory in Iraq.
The country ……………………………………………………………………...
9- The film was interesting. It was about breeding birds at home.
The film, …………………………………………………………………………
B. Study the following sentence and then answer the question that follows.
Amira is going to make a course about modern technology in classrooms.
Replace the underlined misused word in the above sentence with the correct word?

Question Number Five
A. EDITING:
Imagine you are an editor in Jordan times. You are asked to edit the following text that
has four mistakes (one grammar mistake, one punctuation mistake, and two spelling
mistakes). Find out these four mistakes and correct them. Write the answers down in
your ANSWER BOOKLET.
In the near future, a new ‘bionic eye’ will help people with failing eyesight to see again.
A devise inside the eye picks up an image from a small camera attached to a pair of
sunglasses. and send it to the brian, which interprets it as vision.

B. GUIDED WRITING:
Read the information in the table below, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write
two sentences about the city. Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also,
etc.
-

The King Hussein Cancer Centre
Location
Amman
Year of foundation
1997 CE
Founded by
Late King Hussein
Purpose of foundation
Treating adult and pediatric cancer patients.

C. FREE WRITING:
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the
following:
1- Free-time activities are available for people in every city and town. Write a report
about the activities that the people in your city/ village can practise.
2- Some people find shopping online exciting and challenging. Write an essay about
the advantages of online shopping.

THE END
Adnan Al Sukhni
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